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INTRODUCTION 

The Campaign for the Responsible Sale of Energy Drink (RRED) campaign has 

considered the seven responses to the Petitions Committee’s invitation to comment 

on this petition. The following bullet points provide a summary of RRED’s response 

to these. 

 

SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT 

RRED notes that the Scottish Government has ‘no plans to regulate the sale of 

energy drinks’.  While RRED recognises the good work being done by many schools 

it is by no means the case that energy drinks are not being consumed within the 

school gates (see Wendy Wills’ research: Beyond the School Gate). Equally 

worrying are the energy drinks being consumed outside school perimeters. It would 

be helpful if the Scottish Government would undertake a comprehensive survey into 

local authority policy and practice on the sale and consumption of energy drinks in 

schools. 

 

RRED was pleased to note in the Scottish Government response, a reference to the 

decision of Edinburgh Leisure to remove energy drinks from all of its café and retail 

outlets. This decision was taken as a positive response to the RRED campaign. 

Edinburgh Leisure was the first leisure trust to become a RRED retailer followed by 

the East Lothian trust Enjoy Leisure. Another helpful action by the Scottish 

Government would be to persuade all health and leisure trusts in Scotland to adopt 

the same policy. 

 

SCOTTISH GROCERS FEDERATION (SGF) and CROSS-PARTY GROUP ON 

INDEPENDENT CONVENIENCE STORES 

RRED notes that the SGF and the cross-party group do not support the petition. 

However, simply because the SGF and the cross-party group are ‘not aware of any 

evidence to suggest there is a problem’ does not mean the problem does not exist. 

Indeed, the NHS Scotland response cites evidence of an association between 

energy drinks and obesity. 

 

The RRED campaign has signed up many independent retailers who take their role 

in the local community very seriously. They see the local shop as a hub for 

communicating positive messages about health and well-being, particularly in 

relation to children. The RRED badge demonstrates that commitment. Support for 

the RRED campaign voluntary code would be welcome by both organisations.  

While RRED is aware of the pressure on Trading Standards Officers this cannot be 

held up as a reason for not taking action. This argument does not take into account 

the longer-term savings through better health outcomes, educational attainment and 

reduced anti-social behaviour. 

 

 

 



UNIVERSITY OF STRATHCLYDE 

RRED agrees with the call for further enquiry. Even the European Food Safety 

Authority’s recommendation on safe levels of consumption of caffeine for children is 

based on adult research. RRED has been working with Dr Shelina Vishram of 

Durham University and the Food Research Collaboration to campaign for funding for 

academic study into the impact on children’s health. However, RRED’s policy is to 

campaign for immediate action. The research would be welcome and would help to 

co-ordinate health and social policy in the future but it is likely to tell us what we 

already know; that ‘energy drinks are not recommended for children’, they have no 

place in a healthy child’s diet. 

 

JAMIE OLIVER FOUNDATION 

RRED welcomes the positive response by the JOF and would also encourage the 

committee to be brave and bold. 

 

COSLA 

REDD recognises that COSLA was not ready to make a co-ordinated response due 

to the recent local government elections. It was disappointing to note again that the 

cost of implementing restricted sales of energy drinks was raised without an 

acknowledgement that there would also be savings for local authorities in other 

budgets. These would result from improved health outcomes and reduced 

interventions by police and social workers.  

RRED has worked with community police officers in schools across Edinburgh and 

there is anecdotal evidence that early use of energy drinks foreshadows 

experimentation with alcohol, drugs and tobacco. 

 

NHS SCOTLAND 

RRED welcomes the support of NHS Scotland and sees this contribution as very 

helpful in the debate.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The voluntary adoption of a good practice code on energy drinks (the original RRED 

strategy) has been slow to gain traction even though everyone who has been 

approached by RRED agrees that energy drinks are ‘not good for children’ and over 

thirty individual retail outlets have adopted the RRED code. 

This move would protect all children but particularly those who are vulnerable and 

most likely to be exploited by persuasive marketing and peer group pressure. The 

RRED campaign sees this moment as an opportunity for the Scottish Government to 

‘be brave and bold’ as the Jamie Oliver Foundation suggests. Let’s be the first 

country in the UK to take this necessary step. 
 


